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Well, what a month.  I don’t think any of us could have

predicted that this would happen.  It was a difficult decision

to not allow any visitors in the home, but everyone has been

very understanding.  We have even been attempting to do the

ladies hair!

 

I can assure you that we are still doing activities in the home

and we have also linked up via Skype with other care homes

to do joint interactive sessions.  We have also had some local

people that have written to the residents which was really

nice.

We have set up 2 ipads for video calls, please call us for more

details if you would like to video call your loved ones.

 

We did manage to have a day out before the lockdown.  We

went to Woodcote garden centre and had a lovely trip. 

Hopefully once this is all over we will continue with these trips.

We celebrated mother’s day and all their gift and flowers were

given to them.

 

We held a cake sale on 5 March in aid of Dementia UK, we

raised £87.00.  Thank You to everyone that supported us.
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We now have a website: crosswayssutton.co.uk. 

We also have a facebook page, Crossways

Sutton.   We hope to be able to upload

photographs of what we are doing in the home

and any upcoming events so you and your

families can follow it.   We do need consent to

put photographs on these platforms, the forms

are in the office.  Please let Sarah or Alex know if

you do not want your relative’s photographs

published at all and we can make sure that they

do not get uploaded.

 

BIRTHDAYS  &  ANNIVERSARIES

We celebrated Trixie and Nellie’s

birthday in March.
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DOCTOR  VISITS

The doctor is still visiting every Thursday to see most urgent cases.

The chiropodist visits have been suspended.

HAIR  DRESSING

Jo the hairdresser is not coming at present.


